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YVETTE CLELAND AND GLEN HALL
CLINICAL PROFESSIONALS LTD
Yvette Cleland is CEO of Clinical Professionals. She previously worked in the Pharmaceutical sector for J&J
for 8 years before moving across to the staffing sector, where she has 16 years’ experience. She combines both
industries with her work at Clinical Professionals.
Glen Hall is COO of Clinical Professionals and a qualified Chartered Accountant. He has worked in finance for
20 years, spending the last 3 working closely with Yvette to help grow Clinical Professionals into its current
form.
Here they both talk to Finance Monthly about Cpl Resources’ recent acquisition of Clinical Professionals,
their teamwork, and how the acquisition will improve both companies’ potential
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Can you explain to our readers what
services Clinical Professionals offer?
Clinical Professionals is a pan European
staffing business specialising in Life Sciences
recruitment across 11 core niche areas. In
short our staffing services match the core
skills that a Pharmaceutical company or
Contract Research Organisation would have
across their Clinical Drug Development
cycle. Uniquely we not only placed top
professionals, but also create supply by
training the UK’s talented Life Sciences
graduates into first to industry roles and
continue to offer CPD with our team of clinical
experts across their first year of employment.
The course is professionally registered. We
produce Europe’s largest salary and benefits

order to ensure Clinical Professionals was

What can Clinical Professionals offer

survey within Life Sciences and also industry

globally scalable, we needed an exceptional

to Cpl and their future aims?

analytical reports. It is no longer good

acquirer that matched our culture and

enough to be an exceptional staffing business,

expertise with the appetite to invest in

Within Life Sciences staffing we are experts;

we must also add additional value services

our teams and infrastructure to advance

we bring excellent people, a knowledge base

differentiating ourselves completely from

our services to an international market.

that is unparalleled within staffing and a

direct sourcing via internal talent acquisition

There was a high level of interest in Clinical

huge competitive difference via our unique

teams. We offer greater engagement levels

Professionals from many of the markets

training programs bringing high quality

with candidates via our services allowing

largest staffing businesses. CPL Resources

supply of staff to a sector starved of new

access to an untapped talent pool.

PLC with their inspirational leader CEO Anne

talent. Life Sciences being a global industry

Heraty were by far the front runners in terms

that prefers to “buy services” on a global scale

Cpl Resources has acquired Clinical

of their profile as an organisation, current

will also assist CPL in future international

Professionals. What prompted the

staffing expertise and allowing us access to

expansion.

acquisition?

their RPO (recruitment process outsourcing)
and MSP (managed service provision). This

Likewise, CPL offer Clinical Professionals the

Life Sciences staffing is a global market place

allows both organisations to build on the

balance sheet for investment allowing us to

requiring sensible investment to grow. In

unique synergies we had as organisations.

pitch for larger levels of business with the
safety of a PLC behind us.

“

“

Uniquely we not only place top

Cpl

professionals but also create supply by training the
UK’s talented Life Sciences graduates

has

acquired

89.8%

of

the

business. How much control does this
percentage allow Clinical Professionals
to maintain?
CPL Resources wished to acquire Clinical
Professionals as it had 100% faith in the
management

team,

business

plan

and

the potential for continued growth in
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our business. CPL and their CEO Anne
Heraty have given us the support of their
expertise, teams and RPO/MSP.

They

prefer the Management Team to utilise
their expertise to continue to develop
their business under their own steam, offering
support as and when required. It isn’t about
control, it’s about passion to build the globes
premier life science staffing business and on
that we all align.
For us it is all business as usual with the
additional support of a PLC to support
sensible overhead reduction and continued
expansion of our services.
When being acquired, how much
control did Clinical Professionals have
over proceedings?
The CEO Yvette Cleland and COO presented
the business to CPL Resources PLC with
the support of our M&A team Quercus. The
acquisition process was never about control
at any point, it was about sensible discussions
around synergies and opportunities.
How important was it to you that Cpl

not been there. Post acquisition we have

Glen, you act as COO and you are also

offered similar values and company

found that the ethics, values and synergies

an ACA. What has your role in the

ethics as Clinical Professionals?

are in fact greater than anticipated and the

acquisition been?

transition so smooth and support so great
It would have been a deal breaker for both

from the senior team at CPL that we feel that

As COO, one of my main roles was the make

parties had these synergies, values and ethics

we have always been part of the group.

sure we were ready to be taken over. This
meant getting the finances of the business in
good shape, hiring a talented back office team

It isn’t about control, it’s about passion

“

“

and making sure we had the right advisers in

to build the globes premier life science staffing
business and on that we all align.

place. During the transaction, pretty much
all the information came through me and
Yvette. It was quite challenging as we also
had to make sure the business performed well
during and after the transaction. I am happy
to say that we delivered on everything we had
to and the main reason was the support of
our internal team and the corporate finance
advisers.
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“

It would have been a deal breaker

“

for both parties had these synergies, values

Yvette,

you

and ethics not been there.

are

CEO

of

Clinical

How is the recruitment sector looking

Professionals. Will your day-to-day

in 2015? Are things finally returning to

role change going forward as a result

post-economic crash levels of activity?

of the acquisition?
I have adjusted my role substantially over
the last 12 months to being more client and
relationship facing. Having spent several
years restructuring the organisation I wanted
to get back to the front line with my team
and also take an increasing role around the
value added services and continuing strategy.
I am lucky enough to have an exceptionally
competent colleague in Glen Hall allowing
me time to make these changes.
Both of you work closely with business
leadership and make decisions in
unity. How does this work in practice?
Do

you

have

a

decision

making

process?

We have already surpassed the pre-level
post-economic crash levels. Our market
is increasing its clinical trials year on year
which is where we place our candidates. The
recruitment sector itself has achieved over
9% growth and shows no signals of decline.
Are there any skill shortages in the
sectors

that

Clinical

Professionals

recruits in?
Every sector we recruit within has staff
shortages - some are far more acute than
others. Our unique training program trains
and supplies our industry with highly trained
graduates and apprenticeships via a hosted
employment model allowing us to continue

In nearly 4 years of working as a team with

training and development in the field with

each other and our senior management team

our clinical team. This year we won the

we have always made effective and wise

APSCO award for innovation based on our

decisions quickly. Our decision making is

outstanding work within staffing.

consultative with our team and we never let
the dust settle under our feet once a decision
has been made.
Clinical Professionals recruits across Europe

Website: www.clinicalprofessionals.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)118 9594 990

in the pharmaceutical and life sciences
sectors.
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